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Introduction

My current research examines Polish migrant communities in the Ruhr
and northeastern Pennsylvania in order to explain why distinctive pat-
terns of ethnic minority inclusion and exclusion emerged in Germany and
the United States during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Between 1870 and 1914, approximately 300,000 Poles migrated to the
Ruhr and 160,000 settled in northeastern Pennsylvania, attracted by em-
ployment opportunities in the booming coal industries of each region.
Initially, the social origins, outlook, employment patterns and organiza-
tion of Poles in both regions were quite similar. By the turn of the twen-
tieth century, however, the development of each Polish community began
to diverge in reaction to experiences within the political, economic, and
cultural environments of their host societies. After World War I, this
divergence was reflected by dramatically different integration trajecto-
ries. In northeastern Pennsylvania, the vast majority of Poles opted by the
mid-1920s to accommodate themselves to American society, though full
assimilation would remain a generation away. In contrast, two-thirds of
the Polish community in the Ruhr chose to emigrate to France or return
to Poland. Meanwhile, the third of the community that remained subse-
quently integrated into Ruhr society at a comparatively faster rate than
the Poles in northeastern Pennsylvania.

By exploring why these differing adaptation patterns emerged, I
want to investigate the role of the state, the marketplace, and civil society
in defining identities of citizenship and belonging as well as the efforts of
excluded actors to redefine the parameters of inclusion over time. Exam-
ining Polish migrant communities in both Germany and the United States
is particularly useful for this task. Poles were one of the first ethnic
groups whose migration occurred within the context of a rising global
economy, the solidification of the democratic nation-state, and the emer-
gence of modern mass cultures. Polish adaptation experiences foreshad-
owed the struggles of many present-day migrant groups in both Ger-
many and the United States and can offer important insights into
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contemporary debates over immigration and the dynamics of citizenship
within both societies. In this essay, I first wish to briefly address key
issues as they pertain to citizenship in Germany and the United States,
providing the reader a guide to where I situate my work. I then discuss
in depth the broader outlines and conclusions of my ongoing examina-
tion of Polish communities in the Ruhr and northeastern Pennsylvania.
Finally, I end with a discussion of the insights that the Polish migrant
experience can give regarding issues of immigration and integration in
contemporary European and American society.

Exploring Issues of Citizenship in Germany and the
United States

T. H. Marshall, the proverbial grandfather of citizenship studies, provides
a useful starting point for discussing issues of citizenship in the Ruhr and
northeastern Pennsylvania. Marshall defined citizenship as “a status that
is bestowed on those who are full members of the community. All who
possess the status are equal with respect to the rights and duties with
which the status is endowed.” The “rights” of citizenship included a
trinity of civil, political and social protections. Civil rights were defined as
guarantees of liberty provided most generally by the courts, including the
right to free assembly. Political rights encompassed the right to partici-
pate in the exercise of political power, i.e. to vote and to be represented
in a democratic assembly. As we can see, these civil and political rights
are intimately tied to the state. Social rights, however, were more broadly
conceived and included those rights necessary to live as a “civilized
being,” such as the right to education, a degree of economic welfare, and
security derived from inclusion within a shared cultural community.1

Reinhard Bendix has written in a similar vein.2

By explicitly emphasizing the community, as opposed to just the
state, scholars such as Marshall and Bendix encourage us to conceive of
citizenship in broad terms, including types of citizenship grounded not
only in national, but also local, industrial, gendered, and transnational
communities.3 As more recent scholarship has highlighted, however, we
must also remember that citizenship is as much about exclusion as in-
clusion. Each redefinition of citizenship rights brings with it new duties
and expectations; identities of citizenship become more, not less
bounded. This leads, in turn, to the creation of a “citizenship continuum”
of full, partial, and non-citizens.4 Altogether, the process of becoming
“full,” or at least fuller, citizens involves a complex re-negotiation of the
boundaries of inclusion and exclusion as well as a balance between group
and individual rights. 5

In considering specific issues of citizenship in Germany and the
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United States, I find that dominant interpretations viewing German so-
ciety as fundamentally “differentialist” and American society as “assimi-
lationist” are inadequate in accounting for the experiences of Poles in the
Ruhr and northeastern Pennsylvania. By far the most influential book
framing discussions of citizenship in Europe and the United States during
the past decade remains Rogers Brubaker’s Citizenship and Nationhood in
France and Germany. Taken as a whole, Brubaker’s penetrating and in-
sightful analysis is significant, helping us understand how formulations
of modern citizenship law were influenced by historic self-
understandings of the nation (e.g. civic vs. ethno-cultural) that became
crystallized under the increasing pressure of nationalism and immigra-
tion in the late nineteenth century. However, I also find that there are
drawbacks to his study. Most notably, Brubaker’s focus on legal statutes
and state administrative attitudes toward immigration neglects the di-
verse ways immigrants actually became social citizens in the communi-
ties in which they lived. As Yasemin Soysal observed in her analysis of
post-1945 immigrants, exclusionary citizenship laws do not necessarily
preclude immigrants from attaining a level of social integration in their
host society. This is a point borne out, albeit in a different context, by my
research.6

Specifically, taking a snapshot of the position of Poles in the Ruhr and
northeastern Pennsylvania in 1914, one would see that Ruhr Poles, who
as Prussian subjects always possessed German citizenship, enjoyed sig-
nificantly more civil, political, and economic rights than the still often
un-naturalized Polish immigrants of the northeastern Pennsylvanian re-
gion. Yet, integration nevertheless proved more extensive in Pennsylva-
nia over the long term, a development that highlights the need to move
beyond systems of citizenship analysis grounded exclusively in the rela-
tionship of the individual or group to the state. Clearly the state matters
since it most often helps define the parameters of citizenship by enacting
and enforcing laws regarding civil and voting rights, economic liberties
and, since the rise of the welfare state, levels of social entitlements. How-
ever, it is necessary to remember that citizenship can and does take many
forms, both in the past and today. Ultimately, I find that Polish integra-
tion in the Ruhr and northeastern Pennsylvania was dependent, first and
foremost, on the ability of Poles to become part of the cultural community
and attain the status of social citizens within their host societies.

Migration and Integration in the Ruhr and
Northeastern Pennsylvania

In struggling to become full citizens within their host societies, the chal-
lenges Poles faced were severe. Cast as an internal “other,” Poles were a
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personified filter through which German and American national identi-
ties became further refined in an imperial, post-(re)unification age and, as
a consequence, Poles experienced significant levels of ethnic discrimina-
tion and hostility due to their growing presence. Within the workplace, a
culturally split labor market developed in which German and American
workers sought to defend a privileged position in the mining complex by
propagating racially framed identities contrasting the professional,
skilled “Teutonic” and “Anglo-Saxon” worker with the physically strong
but mentally weak “Pollack” or “Slav.”7 In broader society, attitudes
toward Poles were often worse. By the 1890s, the Catholic Church in both
the Ruhr and northeastern Pennsylvania was confronted with a rapidly
growing, populist Polish Catholicism that threatened both its hierarchical
authority and the recent gains made by the Church in proving itself to be
a loyal institution within German and American Protestant society. As a
consequence, both hierarchies sought to restrict Polish spiritual activity,
limiting the availability of Polish priests, Polish-language church services,
and in the United States the formation of ethnic parishes, in a misguided
attempt to bring Poles to heel.8 In an age of expanding mass media, Polish
migrants were portrayed in popular literature as a “wild” race, a dormant
army ready to rise up in violence, while academic studies “scientifically”
showed how Poles threatened to retard the superior advances and prog-
ress of German and American civilization.9

Meanwhile, local, regional, and national officials in both Germany
and the United States, facing mounting public pressure to find a solution
to the “Polish question,” focused on developing measures designed, if not
in intent then in practice, to exclude Poles from the national community.
In the Ruhr, government officials sought to suppress what was consid-
ered an irredentist Polish nationalism and compel the assimilation of
Poles into German society by tailoring many anti-Polish policies already
in force in the Prussian East to local conditions, willfully neglectful of the
fact that those same policies were at least partially responsible for bring-
ing Poles into the western German heartland in the first place. From the
1890s onwards, Poles were subject to growing restrictions on their right of
association and assembly as well as their use of the Polish language in
public and in religious instruction. Polish activities were closely observed
and catalogued by the police.10

In northeastern Pennsylvania, direct intervention in the day-to-day
affairs of Poles was much less severe. Nevertheless, government actions
and rhetoric toward Poles could often be more exclusionary in aim. Be-
ginning in the late 1890s, administrative measures were passed on the
local level that made it increasingly difficult for Poles to obtain citizen-
ship.11 Even more threatening were the various government studies, cul-
minating in the 1911 United States Senate Immigration Commission re-
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ports, that drew sharp contrasts between the moral and racial qualities of
“old” (e.g. Northwestern European) versus “new” (e.g. Eastern and
Southern European) immigrants. With specific reference to northeastern
Pennsylvania, the Commission found that the arrival of Poles and their
interaction with the “native element” caused a laundry list of “evil
effects…of a social and moral character,” including “a lowering of the
average intelligence, restraint, sensitivity, orderliness, and efficiency of
the community.”12 Altogether, such state-sponsored examinations legiti-
mized popular beliefs that Poles were inferior and gave direct impetus to
immigration restriction efforts that later culminated in the passage of the
National Origins Act of 1924.

Despite such overt hostility, Poles persevered in their adopted soci-
eties and ultimately thrived during the pre-World War I period. In order
to overcome discrimination and isolation, challenge their subordinate
position in the social hierarchy, and make themselves subjects of their
own history, Poles initially turned inward and focused on building their
collective ethnic strength. Over a period of five decades, Poles established
vibrant cultural communities, sustained by familial and extended kinship
networks, Catholicism and the local parish, and a diverse array of infor-
mal and formal Polish institutions. The self-actualization derived through
participation in ethnic life went far in forging a common ethno-national
identity among diverse groups of Poles who prior to migrating possessed
largely local or at best regional identities. At the same time, the Polish
communities in the Ruhr and northeastern Pennsylvania were never
closed subcultures or “parallel societies.” On the contrary, the increased
ethnic awareness that occurred as a result of participation in Polish com-
munity life and institutions actually aided the adaptation process by
providing needed stability and, more importantly, the means for Poles to
become actors on the public stage. This is especially true from the 1890s
onwards.

In the workplace, Poles informally organized themselves during the
1890s to assert their rights, both as ethnics and as workers. These actions
culminated in the 1897 Lattimer and 1899 Herne strikes, when thousands
of ethnic Poles engaged in large-scale work stoppages to protest intoler-
able workplace conditions and native discrimination. Although these two
strikes ended in failure, the experiences gained by such labor protests
would later propel Poles to organize into formal trade unions such as the
United Mine Workers of America (UMW) in northeastern Pennsylvania
and the Zjednoczenie Zawodowe Polskie (ZZP) in the Ruhr. After the turn of
the century, these institutions enabled Poles to successfully begin to re-
dress the economic and cultural disparities under which they labored
and, more importantly in terms of integration, acquire a strong and in-
fluential voice in working-class affairs.13 Similarly, within the confes-
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sional sphere, Poles rallied their ethnic communities from the early 1890s
on to protest assaults on their religious practices and traditions. Through
such mobilization, Poles ultimately gained greater acceptance within the
wider Catholic community. This can be seen in the Ruhr, where Poles
were able to begin obtaining equal representation on many church coun-
cils and executive boards between 1904 and 1912, as well as in northeast-
ern Pennsylvania, where the number of Polish ethnic parishes rapidly
increased after 1900, from thirteen to forty-one.14

Perhaps the most notable example of ethnic mobilization as a means
to integration occurred with the growth of Polish ethnic associations. The
extent of Polish associational activity in both regions was impressive. For
example, in the Ruhr there were over 1,000 Polish associations, or one for
every 300 Poles. The types of associations ranged from apolitical rosary
societies, choral groups, football and hunting clubs, and the ubiquitous
Taubenvereine (pigeon-keeping associations) to politically active voting
associations, socialist societies, and nationalistic, paramilitary Sokol (Fal-
con) organizations. In northeastern Pennsylvania the types and rates of
organization were similar.15 Although Polish associations were, by and
large, ethnically exclusive, and in this respect did promote a degree of
separation, they usually modeled themselves after existing native insti-
tutions—the Sokols, for example, were modeled after the German Turner
(gymnastic) movements—and through their activities taught Poles in-
valuable lessons in the organizational practices and democratic customs
of their host societies. Moreover, as the associational movement matured,
it grew increasingly diverse, secular, and politically active on a wide
range of issues. While preserving ethnicity remained a constant goal of
such associations, regardless of political orientation, many simulta-
neously advanced other interests based on class, confession, and gender,
thereby loosening over time the exclusive grip of the ethnic group over
the individual.

Taken together, I find that the experience of migration, living in the
culturally diverse milieus of the Ruhr and northeastern Pennsylvania,
and mobilizing large numbers of their community significantly broad-
ened Polish outlook. By the eve of World War I, Poles in both regions
possessed identities that were highly pluralistic and transnational in char-
acter, influenced by homeland and host societies, yet also distinct from
both.16 Moreover, the formation of such identities was important for aid-
ing the process of Polish integration because they enabled Poles in both
regions to establish significant points of contact with natives while si-
multaneously preserving and enhancing ethnic awareness. Nevertheless,
transnational identities could only advance integration as long as they
did not conflict with the demands of citizenship within their host societ-
ies.
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Prior to 1914, this was less of an issue. German and American politi-
cal culture, for all of their many flaws in this period, nevertheless allowed
Polish migrants in both the Ruhr and northeastern Pennsylvania to carve
out an independent, transnational social space within which Poles could
maintain close links to their homeland and assert their national identity
while simultaneously participating in the public life of their host societies.
After World War I, however, political conditions in both countries
changed dramatically. Between 1918 and 1924, Poles were confronted
with a significantly more intense, integral German and American nation-
alism that transcended social class. This was driven by the war, its after-
math, and the growing hysteria over potential internal enemies. In this
atmosphere, anything less than conformity and the embrace of a clear
national identity was suspect. Maintaining a transnational identity was
no longer feasible. Poles had to choose whether they were German,
American, or Polish.

Comparatively, the Polish position in northeastern Pennsylvania was
far more stable after World War I than in the Ruhr given Germany’s
wartime defeat, the weakness of the Weimar social order, and the radi-
calization of politics on the left and the right within German society.
Confronted with the need to decide whether to retain German citizenship
or opt for Polish, a majority of Poles in the Ruhr chose the latter and
decided to leave by 1924, returning to Poland or migrating to France. The
100,000-strong ethnic Polish community that remained was, in subse-
quent years, largely unable to maintain ethnic cohesion and steadily dis-
solved into German society.17 By contrast, the vast majority of Poles in
northeastern Pennsylvania decided to remain. Nevertheless, they too
faced significant challenges during the interwar period. With victory
against an external enemy secured, American society looked inward to
fight perceived threats from labor radicals, Bolsheviks, and immigrants at
home.18 Groups and individuals with origins in Eastern Europe, includ-
ing Poles, were viewed with particular suspicion. Within this reactionary
atmosphere, Poles needed to become Polish-Americans in order to par-
ticipate in larger society. Though able to preserve ethnic culture to a
much greater extent than their counterparts in the Ruhr, which as a
consequence delayed full integration until after World War II, Poles in-
creasingly expressed their ethnicity through a new language of “100 per-
cent Americanism.”19

On the whole, the differing adaptation patterns after World War I
highlight how integration levels were ultimately dependent upon Poles
becoming fuller citizens within their host societies over the long term. If
we recall Marshall, citizenship encompasses a trinity of political, civic,
and social rights. Comparatively, Poles in the Ruhr, as Prussian citizens,
possessed more political and civil rights than their counterparts in north-
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eastern Pennsylvania, who only slowly naturalized and became legal
citizens. When it came to social rights, however, which I define to include
not only economic protections, but also even more importantly those
broader cultural rights necessary to live as a civilized and equal human
being, the reverse was true. Specifically, while Poles in the Ruhr had
better access to state-sponsored welfare and educational opportunities,
they did not enjoy the same degree of security derived from inclusion
within a shared cultural community as Poles in northeastern Pennsylva-
nia. This was because of underlying, interconnected structural differences
between the two regions in the organization of industry and markets, the
role of the state in economic and cultural affairs, and the relative strength
of civil society in the pre-World War I period. These disparities later
manifested themselves under the burden of wartime and postwar dislo-
cation.

To elaborate, I find that in order to build a shared cultural commu-
nity, one in which Polish migrants could maintain ethnic culture while
embracing a larger sense of membership in the host society in which they
lived, Poles needed to become active participants in the public sphere.
Often, this meant having the ability to engage in social conflicts within
the bounds of civil society as Poles, workers, Catholics, or men and
women. Through such conflicts, Poles could come into direct contact with
native members of local society, thereby fostering what Jürgen Habermas
once described as a “self-transformation” in outlook. Over time, the “ex-
change with the other” produced by conflict could gradually help to
politically integrate Poles as citizens into the communities in which they
lived. 20 In both regions, specific conflicts emerged within the workplace
and larger society, such as labor strikes, battles for ethnic rights within
the Catholic Church, or struggles over ethnic associations, all of which
supported the process of Polish integration. At the same time, in north-
eastern Pennsylvania there were fewer structural constraints placed on
Polish participation as public figures in civil society than in the Ruhr. As
a result, more extensive integration patterns evolved in northeastern
Pennsylvania over the long term.

This development can be seen in the workplace, where differences in
industrial organization as well as the actions of the state in the Ruhr
placed greater limits on the intensity of social conflict and subsequent
integration levels. In the Ruhr, longstanding corporatist traditions that
were grounded in German culture and emphasized the mutual obliga-
tions between employers and employees constrained the level of labor
conflict. The Ruhr miners’ Knappschaft pension fund, the existence of a
more conciliatory Christian Gewerkverein trade union as a counterbalance
to the socialist Alter Verband, and the “status” that the occupation of
miner traditionally held in the Ruhr, all bear witness to this corporatist
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heritage.21 Reinforcing these traditions was the marketplace. As can be
seen by workplace statistics for the period between 1903 and 1914, the
cost of labor in the Ruhr was high; approximately 58 percent of every ton
of coal sold at market in the Ruhr went to cover labor costs. Because
extracted coal was used both for industry and domestic purposes, there
was a year-round demand for workers. Together, these factors encour-
aged employers to provide mine workers with comparatively high levels
of employer-sponsored welfare, such as company housing, work facili-
ties, and other benefits in lieu of better wages. The lower wages together
with the various welfare measures had the added benefit of giving em-
ployers greater coercive control over their workforce, thereby serving to
inhibit the outbreak of labor conflicts.22

By contrast, in northeastern Pennsylvania, there were no longstand-
ing corporatist traditions influencing the organization of the work envi-
ronment. Instead, the main regulator was the marketplace. Within this
arena, the cost of labor relative to the market price of coal was signifi-
cantly lower than the Ruhr, approximately 25 percent of every ton of coal
sold. Further, coal production was geared to satisfying the demands of a
highly seasonal (September to March) domestic home-heating market,
meaning that coal miners often worked on average 209 days a year,
compared to 310 in the Ruhr. Nevertheless, when miners in northeastern
Pennsylvania worked, they produced nearly three times more coal on an
average day than their counterparts in the Ruhr. Combining such factors
resulted in comparatively high wages being paid to Pennsylvania work-
ers, though workplace safety standards were lower given the more in-
tense work regime, and there were noticeably fewer employer-sponsored
welfare benefits and less job security. Within such an environment, labor
relations were more volatile, workers militant, and strikes violent and
lengthy.

23

Whereas in the Ruhr, the 1905 strike, the longest in the pre-
World War I period, lasted less than a month, in northeastern Pennsyl-
vania two large-scale work stoppages occurred in 1900 and 1902 that
lasted one and a half and six months, respectively. Altogether, for Polish
workers in northeastern Pennsylvania, the experience of engaging in
multi-month struggles with workers of other backgrounds and ethnicities
went far in forging a common class identity that could promote integra-
tion. While inter-ethnic solidarities also coalesced due to strikes in the
Ruhr, their limited intensity and duration resulted in bonds that were less
substantial by comparison.24

Within larger society, differences in the role assumed by the state in
directing minority policy also had an important influence on the extent to
which Poles could become full actors in their local communities. Re-
sponding to public pressure emanating from within middle class society,
state officials in the Ruhr took a leading role in dealing with the Polish
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question. However, the heavy-handedness of the Germanization policies,
while ostensibly designed to accelerate the melting of the Polish minority
into the majority, produced an ethnic backlash as Poles engaged in an
intense conflict with the government to protect their rights as citizens.
Although this conflict was important for making Poles more active par-
ticipants in society, the fact that it occurred directly with the state also
had certain negative implications in terms of integration trajectories. First,
Poles found it increasingly difficult to conceive of themselves as Prus-
sians of Polish descent, thereby strengthening the hand of the strongly
nationalist, non-integrationist element within the Polish community. Sec-
ond, to preserve ethnic rights, Poles were increasingly reliant upon the
Prussian courts. While the courts often sided with Poles to the dismay of
many state officials, a dependency existed that left the community in a
more precarious position should the political environment change, such
as occurred after World War I. Third, since Poles spent a significant
amount of time fighting the state bureaucracy, there was less effort from
within the Polish community to confront and attempt to change anti-
Polish attitudes originating from within German middle-class society.25

By contrast, in northeastern Pennsylvania, the government at various
levels rarely interfered in the daily activities of Poles. Despite growing
restrictionist sentiment within government circles, the state stood more in
the background as issues of Americanization and immigration reform
were debated within middle-class society. This enabled Poles to be able to
better identify themselves with government institutions and imagine that
they could be both loyal Poles and Americans. Further, Poles responded
to the efforts designed to either Americanize or exclude them from soci-
ety altogether by directly challenging middle-class conceptions of the
“Pole.” For example, in the first decade of the twentieth century, Polish
ethnic associations undertook a lively public campaign designed to edu-
cate society about Polish contributions to American democracy.26 Such
direct Polish participation in the public debate about immigration helped
to promote splits in middle-class opinion. A strong and vocal faction
developed within the middle-class Progressive movement that advocated
greater efforts to reach common ground with the immigrant Polish popu-
lation. Although this outreach, organized through institutions such as the
YMCA, could often be contemptuous of ethnic culture, it was neverthe-
less important in promoting better mutual understanding between Poles
and natives in northeastern Pennsylvania, a step that was never under-
taken in the Ruhr. Moreover, the direct contact with native society further
expanded Polish outlook, thereby weakening the exclusive hold of eth-
nicity over the individual.27

In addition to the differing role of the state vis-à-vis migrant minori-
ties, there were also clear economic disparities in levels of social welfare,
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taxation, and property ownership that influenced integration outcomes.
Perhaps most notably, by the eve of World War I, at least 13 percent of
Poles owned their own homes in northeastern Pennsylvania, while in the
Ruhr less than 2 percent did. The reasons for this vary. In the Ruhr, Poles
often had the benefit of company housing. Meanwhile, in northeastern
Pennsylvania, the lack of company housing, the comparatively inexpen-
sive land values, and the lower tax rates combined to spur Poles to
acquire property. Similarly, the number of Poles who owned small busi-
nesses, most often saloons, was generally higher in northeastern Penn-
sylvania than in the Ruhr.28 Furthermore, all Poles in northeastern Penn-
sylvania held in common another type of property, namely the local
parish. Unlike in the Ruhr, where Polish Catholics joined existing German
territorial parishes, Poles in northeastern Pennsylvania had the right to
form their own ethnic parishes, often with ethnic elementary schools
attached.29 The richly endowed, majestic churches that arose represented
a sizable investment by Poles in their local community and were in many
ways a declaration of their intention to stay in the region. By acquiring
property and building visible, public monuments such as churches, Poles
in northeastern Pennsylvania were also conforming to a typically Ameri-
can pattern of settlement that contributed over time to making Poles
appear less foreign in the eyes of natives.

Immigration Past, Present, and Future?

Exploring why Polish integration patterns differed during the pre-World
War I and immediate postwar era is useful for yielding insight into con-
temporary immigration issues. Although exact comparisons between the
past and present can never be drawn, I believe that Polish experiences in
the Ruhr and northeastern Pennsylvania can offer important insights into
what factors may aid or hinder minority integration into contemporary
European and American society. Specifically, I first find that integration
should not be viewed as an end in itself, but as a drawn-out process,
involving a complex series of cultural and economic negotiations be-
tween migrants and their host societies. In this process, migrants must
become similar in some, though not all, respects to a reference commu-
nity that itself is constantly changing under the influence of immigration.

Such a definition of integration is not without controversy. In Ger-
many, as in many other continental European states, a decades-long self-
identity as a non-immigration country has encouraged the view that
integration is synonymous with outright assimilation into a core national
culture or Leitkultur. Correspondingly, the granting of full political and
economic rights through naturalization represents the logical end to this
integration process. While a counter-discourse emphasizing a more plu-
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ralistic understanding of “Germanness” exists, enabling citizenship re-
forms such as those undertaken in 1999, the sense that cultural assimila-
tion is a necessary precursor to political and economic integration
remains strong. Meanwhile, within contemporary American and British
society, the opposing view that political and economic integration,
achieved through more liberal citizenship regimes and less-regulated
markets, eventually will lead to cultural integration into an increasingly
multi-cultural society is being fundamentally challenged in the wake of
September 11 and the more recent London bombings. Nevertheless, my
research supports the idea that integration is a process involving multi-
layered cultural and socio-economic negotiations between immigrants
and their receiving societies in which successful cultural adaptation flows
from the ability of immigrants to gain political and economic rights in a
timely and transparent manner.

Second, in attempting to move the integration process forward, the
state must embrace a cautious, limited, and judicious approach to minor-
ity integration policy and recognize that integration, as the historian
Klaus Bade once remarked, cannot be “regulated like street traffic.”30

Policies adopted to actively promote cultural integration, either nega-
tively by restricting ethnic cultural rights or positively by granting im-
migrant groups wide-reaching autonomy, often accomplish the opposite
of their stated intention, leading to the establishment of hierarchies of
privileged and disadvantaged minorities as well as resentment among
the native population. Moreover, the state must be willing to tolerate a
degree of social conflict within the bounds of civil society, since this
exchange ultimately helps to break down mental barriers separating eth-
nic and social classes.

This is not to say that the state should abrogate its responsibilities in
the matter of immigrant integration altogether. Obviously, the state needs
to set certain guidelines with regard to expectations that immigrants
adhere to certain fundamental Western values such as respect for demo-
cratic practices and, in our present age, the rights of women. Moreover,
the state must foster a sufficiently secure environment within which in-
tegration can happen. The post-World War I situation of Poles in the Ruhr
provides an excellent example of what occurs when a government refuses
to fulfill its obligations to protect minority rights against the tyranny of
the majority. Overall, I find that governments on both sides of the Atlan-
tic can aid the integration process significantly by striving to act as a
good-faith regulator ensuring that the proper social environment exists
through which migrants can succeed on their own. The reality is that in
the foreseeable future, there will be continued high levels of immigration
from Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin America, be it legal or
illegal, due to the simple fact that populations in Western countries are
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aging while the demand for labor is increasing. As a consequence, gov-
ernments should focus on ensuring that once immigrants arrive, they
have sufficient opportunity to eventually become economic stakeholders
in their adopted society through such things as home ownership, small
business development, and other types of financial investment. While a
secure economic base does not ensure integration, it certainly makes it
more likely.

Finally, my research stresses that in order for integration to occur, it
is necessary for migrants to be politically active participants within the
public sphere of their adopted societies. The experiences of Poles in
northeastern Pennsylvania, and to a lesser extent the Ruhr, show that the
ability of migrants to cross ethnic divides, engage in social conflicts, and
make contacts with natives was vital for broadening Polish identities and
promoting social integration on their own terms. Unfortunately, present-
day levels of communication between migrants and natives in many
Western countries are weak and the difficulties in overcoming cultural
barriers seemingly insurmountable. The recent outbreak of violence in
France provides just one of the more unfortunate examples of how in-
complete migrant integration, especially those from the second and third
generation, remains. Ultimately, in order to begin to bridge the cultural
chasm separating present-day immigrants from their host societies, I find
that there must be an increase in volunteeristic, grass-roots activities
within the bounds of civil society on both sides of the ethnic divide. Only
by building a shared cultural community can immigrants begin to feel
that they can become full citizens in the societies in which they live.
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